Nominate a barn near you!
Keep your eyes peeled and your nose to the ground for an exceptional barn that should be nominated for the Ohio Barn of the Year Award. Nominated barns will be judged in two categories: continued
agricultural use and adaptive reuse (non-agricultural). Barn owners, barn enthusiasts and local historic
organizations are encouraged to nominate their favorite barn or barns for one of the two categories.
Nominations should include as much information as available, including photos, current owner’s
name, location, current use of barn, history of barn including age and builder if known, and repairs and
information on individuals performing repairs.
The Barn of the Year program needs more local involvement and volunteers. Last year we did not have
very many entries, and we need to promote more. Check the FOB website for details.

Ohio Barn Conference IX
The 2008 Conference will be held March 28, 29 and 30 in Champaign and Clark counties.
Anyone interested in helping to organize some of the details of Ohio Barn Conference IX or the Barn
Tour, please contact FOB at friendsohiobarns@aol.com. Check our website, http://ohiobarns.osu.edu for
further details.

Background photo: An early Mail Pouch barn with vehicles of the day parked in front.
See the center foldout of this issue for stories and photos of Ohio’s nostalgic Mail Pouch barns.
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Historic park restores barn on 1850s foundation
Friends of Ohio Barns members teamed
up to help restore a bit of history this summer at the George Rogers Clark Historic
Park near Springfield, Ohio.
Past FOB president Rudy Christian,
Brian Beales and Dane Gustafson led a
group of hearty souls through heat, rain and
great times to resize, repair and re-erect a
beautiful 40-by-60 barn on the foundation
of the original structure.
Daniel Hertzler had purchased the property in the early 1850s and by 1854 had
built his Pennsylvania bank style house, outbuildings and barn. In the late 1860s Mr.

Hertzler died, and the property served many
people in a variety of ways. Eventually the
property was taken over by the Ohio
Historical Society and turned into a park.
George Rogers Clark Park was dedicated
in 1924 when a stone sculpture was placed
honoring General Clark, who led 1,000
forces from Kentucky against the Shawnee
during the Revolutionary War on August 8,
1780. They engaged the Indians on the field
behind the Hertzler home.
Through the years after the dedication,
the homestead and park were a tourist
stop, but time was not kind to the barn.
The Historical Commission made a controversial decision in 1951 to raze
the hundred-year-old timber
barn because it was in need
of extensive repair. They
protected the foundation by putting a
pitched roof with
dormers on it
and used it
f o r

equipment storage. In 1963 the 204-acre
site was downgraded to a local park and
donated to the city of Springfield. During
those years, the Hertzler House was renovated and established as a museum. In
1983 Springfield turned the park over to
the Clark County Park District, who initiated a plan to restore the old barn. They
discovered that building a replica barn was
too expensive, so they began working with
the Timber Framers Guild to find a local
barn that was destined for demolition and
would be of similar age and style as the
original Hertzler.
In 2005 the Clark County Park District
found their barn in Miamisburg, and it was
nearly a perfect fit. The Chamberlain Barn
was saved from demolition, its siding and
roofing removed by park volunteers, and
during a very cold week in November 2006,
Rudy and his company marked, measured
and photographed every aspect of the barn
before dismantling the frame.
Skip ahead to the first week of July when
Brian, Dane, Joel McCarty (of the Timber
Framers Guild) an a few other instructors
began the rather large task of deciphering drawings, inspecting frame
pieces, and determining a plan of
action. There were foundation
repairs to begin, cutting of a new sill
system, installing the floor, and of
course frame repair and modification to reduce the Chamberlain
footprint by two feet to fit the
Hertzler foundation.
Please see ‘Hertzler,’
Continued on Page 5
Volunteers prepare the Hertzler
foundation for its “new” barn.
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Malabar Heritage Days
FOB was quite visible at Malabar Heritage Days again this
year. We are fortunate that our favorite location is reserved for us
each year. It is in an area past which everyone must journey to
get to two of the most important festival locations: the really
neat “green” indoor restroom facilities in the new Welcome
Center, and the free ice cream at the Ruggles truck!
There was plenty of room to accommodate our two 10-by-20
foot tents. One housed the mini barn raising building, which kids
put up twice on Saturday and again on Sunday. The other was
barely large enough to house FOB’s new bulletin board, shirt/hat
sales layout, freebies,
calendars, Ashland
County barn photos
and sections of typical timber frame timbers. Nancy and Bob
Rowland’s addition of
potted flowers added
a lot of color to an
already attractive layout. It was a truly
appealing display.
The weather was fabulous both days, and folks really turned
out. Nancy and Bob’s helpers, Kendal and Jim Taylor, Judy and
Denny Hendershot, Debbie and Tony Hamilton and Ric Beck,
were kept busy discussing barns and barn related problems. A
number of visitors were heard to comment that they had received
some “good ideas they could put to use” relative to their own
barn challenges.
— Paul Knoebel

“Agriculture is the earliest and most honoroable
of arts.”
— Rousseau
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Moving forward
The crisp, clean air of fall is
upon us, and another change of
seasons.
Speaking of change, your
board members have certainly
been busy this summer with
Ric Beck
projects and events, helping to
Friends of Ohio Barns president
spread the word about Friends of
Ohio Barns and barn stewardship. We have also been working on what we hope are exciting
changes for our organization, including a website upgrade and
hopefully a way to generate money to aid our members.
Friends has added website links to many of the organizations
we are affiliated with in order to make it easier for members to
access other information regarding barns and stewardship. There
are local, state and national organizations that provide valuable
information, and I encourage you to browse their sites.
We will be adding some other program links to better serve
you and the organization, including Barn Awareness and
Education, Barn Surveys, Mini Workshops, and a Barn
Resource Program. I will be explaining each program in more
detail in upcoming newsletters as we finish their development.
We will also be developing an endowment fund to provide
money for higher education for selected members.
Some of these programs we already do in some form; they
will just be explained better and enhanced. For instance, the
Barn Awareness and Education program includes many of the
projects Friends is a part of, along with the annual conference.
In addition, we are developing a canned presentation about
our organization and barn stewardship that can be delivered by
any of our members to local organizations such as garden clubs
or the Kiwanis.
The Barn Survey program has been developed by Ashland
County Barns and Rural Heritage Society board members Bob
and Nancy Rowland and FOB boarn member Rudy
Christian. It is a county drive-by photo survey of barns in our
88 counties. The link on our website will discuss more of the
particulars of how to make the survey a success and the contacts to initiate a presentation in your county.
The Mini Workshops will be one- or two-day events where
members may have the opportunity to have some of our
experts come to your barn and help teach a particular restoration process. I hope this program really takes off, because I
think it will provide members with some practical help.
The Barn Resource link will be selected articles from past
newsletters and other related pieces designed to offer information and advice about stewardship for your barn.
Among our board travels this summer were trips to the
Algonquin Mill, The Champaign County Barn Quilt Tour,
Malabar Farm Heritage Days, The Ashland County Barn
Tour, and the Brown County Barn Quilt and Covered Bridge
Tour. I also managed to spend a little time at The Hertzler
Barn Project, in conjunction with the Timber Framers Guild.
During the autumn months we will prepare for next years
Ohio Barn Conference in Champaign and Clark counties. We
already have a good start on tour stop possibilities and some
presenters, but we could use more suggestions for speakers.
Drop us a line if you know of someone who would be a great
addition to 2008’s conference schedule. Also, let me know
what you think of how we are doing.
Thanks, and have a great harvest season!

Random
Thoughts

‘Hertzler’ continued from Page 1
Over the next few weeks, crews of volunteers, students, instructors, and park staff
worked, thankfully laboring (for the most part)
under big tents to offer shade from the sun and
protection from the occasional summer downpour. Local volunteers were aided by help from
as far away as Oklahoma, Vermont, and
Montana. Everyone took up different tasks to
help the cause, starting with finishing the new
sill system and installing the rough-cut flooring.
I took advantage of Brian’s and Dane’s expertise
to learn more about timber repairs, reading
drawings, understanding layout, and staging
the bent and wall systems for raising. In
between we cut new braces, repaired tie beams,
“unwound” twisted posts, cut some very interesting scarf joints and made post tenon repairs.
This work happened from eight to five every
day, with a few evening sessions thrown in.
The staff of Jim Campbell, Tim Devore,
Bud Jividen and others was great at getting
whatever we needed. They even built a propane
powered shower to clean up after a hard day’s
work. (Though it took a few days to get the
bugs worked out!) Mark and Sharon fixed fabulous meals morning, noon and night. The
food was plentiful and always delicious.
Evenings were spent around the big tent, discussing the day’s work, listening to great music
from Tom Cundiff’s collection of over 7,000
songs on his MP3, appreciating Joel’s storytelling, sharing our personal stories and some
good drink. We were also entertained by park

volunteers who dressed in period costumes and
danced and played the music of the day.
As raising day neared, we confidently finished the repairs, staged the materials, and
began work on the rope rigging to actually hand
raise the frame. Local volunteer Isaac lent a big
hand with the rigging pole, utilizing his knowledge of ropes from his tall ships days back east.
Finally raising day came, and we were ready
… and blessed with beautiful, cool summer
weather! First, there was a ceremonial blast from
a replica 1800s cannon like one that would have
been used when General Clark was in battle,
and then about 60 other raising day volunteers
helped the crew begin the assembly process.
Several Friends of Ohio Barns members were
on hand to help out, and it was a successful,
safe, and thrilling event, thanks to Rudy’s expert
skill in orchestrating the raising. Well over
1,000 people stopped by throughout the day to
enjoy the festivities.
We were able to get all but the roof framing
done raising day. That evening, we feasted on

more great food, heard some good local music,
and watched as Tom lit up the ceremonial
“stumpkin,” a hollowed out tree stump that we
filled with wood scraps and burned. What a
sight! The instructors and a couple of the volunteers stayed a few extra days to finish the loft
joinery system, leaving the roofing and siding to
park volunteers. Apparently it took longer than
anticipated to attach new rafters to 200-year-old
hickory wall plates!
All in all, it was a terrific workshop and
learning experience. We were treated royally by
the park employees and volunteers, and I was
left with a deep appreciation for the work everyone put forth. To all the instructors (Brian
Beales, Dane Gustafson, Joel McCarty, Vince
Leyendecker, Tom Cundiff and Kevin
Brennan), thanks. Your willingness to take
time to explain things and guide us in our
tasks was amazing and very much appreciated. The knowledge that a bunch of strangers
shared with each other was inspiring.
— Ric Beck

Repair handiwork on damanged timbers.

FOB helps with Algonquin Mill slaughterhouse
When is a barn not a barn? When it happens to have been built for the specific purpose of being used as a slaughterhouse. Just
such a small, 16-by-20-foot structure was
built in the very early 1900s outside the small
town of Delroy. It supplied meat for the
German families’ butcher shop downtown.
In 2004, when the Carroll County
Historical Society heard it was to be demolished, they asked me if I, their supposed inhouse timber frame expert, would look at it
to see if the timber frame structure was good
enough to be torn down and reconstructed
at their historic Algonquin Mill site some
eight miles away. The frame itself was made
of rather poor quality oak throughout, really quite roughly constructed and obviously
thrown up in a hurry. However, even though
the building had sat idle for the last 60 years,
the biggest problem seemed to be that the
bottoms of all the posts had rotted off.
The biggest motivator for moving it to a
local historical site was to keep the well-preserved scalding tank, brick firebox, chimney,

trolley, tie down ring, and blood groove in
the floor for future generations to see.
We dismantled the structure and moved it
to the barn floor at the mill site. The poor
quality of the joinery for this small, tall structure (13 foot to the square), became quite evident as we removed the roof from the wobbly
bare frame. Hindsight says we should have
removed the roof before taking off the tongue
and groove siding, as the bracing was really
loose and badly in need of repair. I shortened
all the good posts eight inches and cut
approximately 20 percent new timbers from
local, relatively nice green white oak.
Unfortunately, the finished timbers
remained stacked on the barn floor for three
years while the group decided where to put
the slaughterhouse. When the decision was
made this spring, I had to cut another 10 percent of timbers to replace the now dried out,
twisted new ones. As all real timber framers
know, if you use green white oak, you always
put the structure up soon after cutting.
The regular Thursday volunteer crew at

the mill and other volunteers quickly and
uneventfully raised the building October 4.
It is always nice to be in good standing with
your local utility company, because they
have these neat pole trucks and are real
experts at picking up wooden stuff. The
original (mostly) roof sheathing has been
reinstalled and new metal roofing put on.
Those who did the roof commented that
they liked the new solid feeling up there,
most likely due to some tighter joints and
lots of new, “wee bit larger,” octagon, dry
white oak pegs. The concrete floor was
installed, complete with blood groove, in
time for this year’s festival October 12 to 14.
The siding, appliances and other goodies
will all be in place for the 2008 event.
Our FOB volunteers had our display, literature and merchandise tent immediately
next to the slaughterhouse. They kept busy
answering questions about the infamous
long-awaited slaughterhouse and the fact
that it looks just like another little barn.
— Paul Knoebel

Mail Pouch barns: A fading era
Treat Yourself to the Best.
spitting and accuracy even gave some status.
That weathered and time-worn inducement can be seen bleeding through a coating
In the early years barn owners were paid between $1 and $2 a year
of red paint or fading away on the side of a barn not far from here.
for the advertisement. More importantly, the farmer got a fresh coat
Not far from where? Pretty much anywhere in the Midwest. Travelers of the highways of paint on at least one side of his barn, which helped preserve the
and back roads of the Midwest have been solicited with this slogan from the sides of wood. Sometimes Mail Pouch would paint the other sides of
barns and commercial buildings for a hundred years. The tobacco was smokeless and the barn any color the owner wanted. Barns were often
“calmed the nerves.”
repainted every five or so years, to the benefit of both the
Mail Pouch Tobacco, headquartered in a series of large industrial buildings along the advertiser and the barn owner.
Ohio River in Wheeling, West
The Mail Pouch barn was chrisVirginia, began in 1879 with
tened as if it were a particular barn
the Bloch brothers, Aaron and
type, like a Pennsylvania bank barn
Samuel, rolling stogies as a
or a New England ground barn
sideline to their wholesale growith a side entry. But the ad is
cery and dry goods business.
found on one or more sides of those
When they noticed the wrapand any other barn or outbuilding
per clippings being salvaged
that may have been standing in
and used by some as chewing
plain view of motorists on any welltobacco, they decided to flatraveled byway.
vor, package and sell the
From the turn of the century
scraps.
through the 1950s—the heyday of
By 1900 they had a team of
barn advertising—companies paid
sign painters moving throughfarmers to use their barns as roadout the heartland of America
side promotions, with other tobacnegotiating with farmers and
co products and local feed and grain
businessmen for canvas space
stores being the most common
on barns for their familiar
advertisers. Mail Pouch was the
black background, yellow and
most wideapread user of this adverwhite lettering with a blue
tising medium. Beech Nut Tobacco,
border. The occasional barn
Melo Crown Stogies, WOW
has a red backdrop with yellow
Chewing Tobacco, Bull Durham
and white lettering and a
and Kentucky Club Pipe Tobacco
Photo by Tom O’Grady
white or blue border. The letwere less common. Soda pop ads
tering on these red barn signs A red variation of the Mail Pouch Chewing Tobacco and Kentucky Club would also show up on the broadhas more depth due to a black Pipe Tobacco signs sharing sides of a barn along SR 13 in Licking County. side of a barn, albeit less frequently.
shadowing technique. The
Mail Pouch was also painted on
barn’s dimensions determined the specific layout of the message and the paint on hand the sides of brick commercial buildings, delivery wagons,
resulted in some variation in color schemes. Depending on the barn’s orientation to the trolley cars, and the occasional barn roof, if it might be
road, the signs adorned one, two or three sides. Sometimes one side says Chew Mail seen from a higher point in the landscape.
Pouch while another encourages the smoking of Kentucky Club
In 1992, Swisher International, the
Pipe Tobacco.
current owner of Mail Pouch Tobacco,
Nearly all of these signs were painted by the same few people,
suspended the use of barn advertisePhoto by Tom O’Grady
most notably Maurice ‘Zim’ Zimmerman from Washington
ments when Warrick retired.
The well-maintained Mail Pouch barn stands near the Ohio River in Hockingport, Athens County.
Courthouse and Harley Warrick from Belmont, Ohio. Zim hired
The Highway Beautification Act
on in 1925 and Warrick in 1946 after returning from the Battle of
of 1965, which sought to restrict the vast number of signs and local
the Bulge in World War II. The sign painting teams took to the
advertisements near highways, exempted Mail Pouch barns as historic
road, spending their nights in cheap hotels, boarding houses, or
landmarks. In 2004 the Ohio Department of Transportation alarmed
amongst the paint and brushes in the backs of their trucks. When
barn owners and others when they announced that Mail Pouch barns
a barn was finished, they took a photo and sent it back to the Bloch
would be included in a tax levied on roadside advertisements. Ohians
brothers to verify the size and completion of the job. Warrick
weighed in
claimed to be able to paint 700 barns in a good year, and estimatheavily
ed finishing 20,000 in his career. With painting days limited by
against the
rain and winter weather, he had to paint a couple of barns a day to
proposal,
achieve such high numbers.
informing
Wa r r i c k
ODOT of
claimed that
their conhe
always
cerns.
Photo by Tom O’Grady
began each
When
Photos by Tom O’Grady
A rarer WOW Chewing Tobbaco
canvas with barn on SR 78 near Caldwell in they were
Three
of
the
four
the letter “E” Noble County. Notice the fading b e i n g
unequal sides of this
in the word WOW slogans: Relax and Enjoy It; p a i n t e d ,
dilapidated small out“ C h e w . ” Mild and Sweet.
these barns
building in Jackson
Some Mail
probably
County promote Mail
Pouch
Chewing
Pouch barns were painted by Don seemed so commonplace they
Tobacco, though some
Shires, Mark Turley, and others. were hardly considered unique
replaced boards and
Their initials remain on some barns or quaint. The barns and their
doorways have interwith the date of the painting and advertisements were merely
rupted the message
can be found on the blue border utilitarian. But today Mail
surrounding the appeal or nearer Pouch barns are considered historic landmarks by many, though not by all. To some ownthe roof.
ers they remain useless artifacts that came with the old place and, due to benign neglect,
Before World War I brought are overgrown with vegetation or have weathered and slowly returned to the landscape.
cigarettes into popularity, tobacco To others the barn may even be considered a nuisance or a liability. Corporations and
was mainly consumed by chewers. developers commonly don’t see them at all. They are quickly erased and replaced by a
Farmers, coal miners, lumbermen, more non-descript ‘improvement.’
railroaders, general laborers, cotton
Mail Pouch barns are a part of America’s heritage, from a time when outdoor adverpickers and others were able to tising had a more local and personal touch, when tobacco products were more politichew for their nicotine fix and cally acceptable, and when the landscape included many more barns and family farms.
Mail Pouch barns still covered Ohio
Photo by Tom O’Grady
in 1965, but declined severely in the
work at the same time. Baseball The Mail Pouch barns are disappearing at a steady rate, as are barns and farm heritage
succeeding decade due to neglect,
players
inserted
their
share
of
in
general.
This barn displays a blend of tobacco brands.
development and demolition, and
How many Mail Pouch
“Chew” still shows through on a later tobacco plugs over the years. For
repainting.
Kentucky Club Pipe Tobacco sign with Mail farmers especially, chewing in and barns are there today?
Pouch barely showing beneath it. The “Treat around a wooden barn full of straw
Exact numbers are hard
Statistics and maps courtesy of
Photos courtesy of the Ohio Historical Society
Yourself to the Best” slogan was left to pro- and dust was much safer than hav- to come by. But one thing
Ohio Historical Society Timeline Magazine.
mote Kentucky Club. The barn, located on SR ing to light cigarettes, flick ashes, we know. There are fewer
Above: A Red Man Chewing Tobacco
180 in Hocking Couny, recently collapsed.
sign Zim painted on a barn in
and discard butts. Chewing was than yesterday.
Pennsylvania.
accept—Tom O’Grady
able in
Left: A rare
m a n y Information and noted
oval sign Zim
social cir- photos obtained from
painted near
cles, and Timeline Magazine, a
Defiance,
spitting, publication of the Ohio
Ohio.
distance Historical Society.

Disappearing ...

Above: Sx of the original
Mail Pouch barn painters
in 1925. Maruice “Zim”
Zimmerman is on the far
right, and pictured separately at right.
Far left: Zim was retired when his son asked him to
paint yet one more sign on his backyard barn.
Left: Harley Warrick and Zim between paint jobs.
Right: Harley Warrick of Belmont, Ohio, painted close to
30,000 Mail Pouch barns—no two the same—during a
50-year career which started in 1946. Every barn was
done freehand with a small bristle brush.
Photos courtesy of the Ohio Historical Society

FOB visits Brown County tour
FOB president Ric Beck took a
display board and some Friends of
Ohio Barns information to the inaugural Brown County Quilt Barn and
Covered Bridge Tour October 6.
On a beautiful, warm day, a small
but enthusiastic crowd visited the first
stop of the tour at the Bethel New
Hope Covered Bridge. They got to
see some informative displays and
received a very nice travel map of
some historic and beautiful barns and
covered bridges in Brown County.
Denise Bollinger headed the
effort to promote beauty and history in this southern Ohio county,
along with terrific help from the
Brown County Travel and Visitors
Bureau, the Brown County commissioners, and the Brown County
Photos by Ric Beck
Engineer’s Office. Numerous displays from the Chamber of The rehabilitated Bethel-New Hope covered bridge was one of several stops on the
Commerce, the Brown County Brown County Quilt Barn and Covered Bridge Tour in October.
Historical Society, the Historic Bridge lector of quilts, Jo Ann welcomed the oppor- them still open to public traffic. The conAssociation and the Brown County Quilt tunity to merge her passions of fine arts, struction of each bridge was a standard
Barns Project were available to present vis- restoration work and quilting by translating design that was modified to fit the exact
itors with valuable insights into the coun- patterns selected by the Brown County length and site of each river crossing.
Quilters into works of public art displayed There were 18 truss designs, with two systy, their barns and covered bridges.
tems predominately used in the remaining
There were 19 barns on the nicely illus- throughout the county on the barns.
Covered bridges were once plentiful in bridges of Brown County. The Robert W.
trated tour map, with quilt artist Jo Ann
May on hand to provide additional informa- Brown County, with as many as 80 Smith truss system was patented by the
tion on the beautiful 8-by-8 foot designs she bridges dotting the county’s countryside. Toledo, Ohio inventor and used in the
had painted. As an artist and long-time col- Today five bridges remain, with three of George Miller, North Pole and Brown
Bridges. They are excellent examples of
the type-four improved Smith Truss.
William Howe of Massachusetts
designed and patented his truss system in
1840. It was composed of wooden diagonal members and vertical iron tie rods. The
rods increased the weight-bearing capacity
of the bridge and made it possible to tighten and adjust to maintain alignment as the
wood dried and shrank. The McCafferty
Road Bridge is an example of the Howe
design, and New Hope is a Howe truss
reinforced with a laminated arch.
The New Hope Bridge was constructed
in 1878 on the White Oak Creek. It spans
188 feet 6 inches and is Brown County’s
most visible and longest bridge. It was an
excellent location to initiate this driving
tour, nestled in the valley north of historic
Georgetown among the few remaining
tobacco barns in southwest Ohio.
If you get a chance, next year be sure to
put this drive tour on your list of weekend
Educational booths set up by the Brown County Historical Society, Friends of Ohio day trips!
— Ric Beck
Barns and others line the interior of the Bethel-New Hope covered bridge.

Two barns moved, restored as homes
Being a painting contractor and having
been weaned some 48 summers ago painting big bank barns, outbuildings and houses that were sometimes higher than barns, I
was pleased to experience recently two
unique barn painting projects.
Kelly and Jon Rush of Gambier have
moved a 1909 post and beam barn on her
parents’ farm to a secluded home site on
the property. The barn was dismantled in
three days and reassembled in three days
on a new basement foundation.
Carpentry crews then took over, applying
the stress skin insulation panels, windows,
doors, etc. Drywall was hung and finished
on the ceilings and walls between the support posts, which were lengthened at the
floor level to give additional height under
the loft. The purlin posts were shortened
to give a lower
pitch to the roof,
reducing
the
interior height.
The barn siding is oak, and
after taking out
many, many nails,
the wood was run
through a planer
and is now the
oak floor of the
house. Kelly did
most of the nail
removal, and was really proud that she missed only one.
In the original barn, before it was disassembled, Jon said an old
oaken pulley hung from one of the rafters. He wanted to save it and
put it back on the beam, but during dismantling and power washing
everything the pulley was lost. Jon and Kelly were very disappointed,
but Jon kept looking for it and finally found it out in the wooded area
where the beams had been stored. Kelly and Jon are going to put it
back up on the same beam, after which they will be able to officially
call the barn home.
Kelly’s brother also moved a barn on the home farm. He is completing the interior as he gets time. This second barn does not involve
much painting, but the 1849 forebay bank barn is being transformed
into a residence, business
center, and lodge. The
owner is very adamant
about keeping the barn’s
character and openness due
to it being a barn of this
vintage. He would not let
builders cut or remove anything until he had given
approval, and he sorted
through all scrap material
to see if it could be reused
in the newer barn.
He kept the wood sid-

Left: A 1909 post and beam barn in Gambier, Ohio
before Jon and Kelly Rush dismantled and moved it.
Top: The Rush’s timber frame barn after it was relocated and reassembled as their home.

ing (not original) under the new metal siding, and reattached one wooden barn door on the front. He has an
eleven-foot, floor-to-peak fireplace, a catwalk connecting
each of the side lofts, and has kept the granaries, using one
as a bathroom and the other as a bedroom. The basement
has a 63-foot sill beam and some of the original stone foundation has been left exposed. When finished, it will be quite a
barn/house.
This is another example of a younger person showing appreciation
for the barns in our rural heritage. In this case he did not have a farm
background.
There may be
hope for our
barns after all.
— Bob and
Nancy Rowland

Left: This 1849 forebay bank barn was
relocated and transformed into a residence, business center and lodge in
Gambier.
Above: The interior
of the adapted barn.

